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Told from the perspective of a young French boy, this collection of charming stories--presented in

French--isn't just for young readers. It doubles as an entertaining primer for anyone who is studying

the French language.
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It would be hard to overstate the charm of these wonderful stories. Like many others, I picked up

this book to help with my project of trying to teach myself French. Not only does it serve that

purpose, but it is so engaging that it has held me on course when the inherent difficulty of the

language and some cross-cultural exasperation has tempted me to chuck the whole project. No way

could I ever write this little dude and his copains out of my life.Although hilarious, the Nicolas stories

also touch you in a much deeper place. He is a little boy full of life and good humor, but he and his

friends are also filled with every possible anxiety about growing up and finding their manly places in

the world. They are charmingly obsessed with their status and their dignity.One of my favorite

stories is "Louisette," which recounts the visit of a young girl who comes with her mother for tea.

Nicolas is pouty from the beginning as his mother dresses him up, in his view, like a clown. And

maman assures him that if he doesn't show that he is well raised, he will have an affair with

her!Although Nicolas is always filled with explanations that burst forth in run-on sentences, this

traumatic visit brings him close to tears more than once. In Nicolas's world, not crying is one of the

main imperatives. Another is assuming a male's naturally dominant [irony] and superior role over



young girls, who, after all, cry all the time.Louisette starts off telling Nicolas that he looks like a

monkey and things go downhill from there. She is so much more quick-witted, not to mention

athletic, that she repeatedly leaps ahead and distracts him just when he is deciding whether to give

her a punch in the nose or to pull her hair.
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